Welcome to the Society!
Welcome to the Society for Creative Anachronism, also
known as the Society or the SCA. Prepare yourself to
step into a world of chivalry, art, and camaraderie—a
world shared by over 50,000 others who seek the same
dream you do. Armored knights are locked in combat
on the list field, artisans under brightly-colored pavilions
are painting illuminated manuscripts, and friends nearby
put the finishing touches on their newest gowns, all with
Renaissance music playing softly in the background.

What is the SCA?

The SCA is incorporated in the US as a 501(c)3, not-forprofit educational organization. It is part of the “living
history” movement, which means that SCA members
have a “hands-on” approach to history, engaging in
activities that help them to explore the culture, arts,
and sciences of ages past. The SCA period encompasses
pre-17th-century Western
We encourage research and study of the time period and
provide venues and publications in which our knowledge
can be shared with others. Almost every local SCA group
holds informal practices, classes, and craft meetings for
honing new skills. The things we learn and research are
put into practice when we hold our regular activities,
re-creating what we can about the era.

The Society’s major venue for re-creation is the event,
which is a general term for a gathering at which
everyone dresses in clothing based on styles worn in
the Middle Ages and Renaissance. Participants come
together at a site (a rented hall or camping ground)
to share what they have learned and to have a good
time with friends. SCA events have many different
formats: a martial-arts tournament (sword-fighting, for
example), a display of artistic skill, a medieval feast,
a royal court, or a combination of all of these. Most
events encompass several areas of interest to involve
more of the general populace. Events can run from just
one afternoon to a long war at which members set up
camp for a week or more. Most events are one day or
one weekend in duration.
The most visible focus of many SCA events is our
martial activities. Many SCA members re-create the
armored chivalric combat of the High Middle Ages,
wearing replica armor and using rattan weapons that
have the balance and handling properties, but not the
lethal effect, of the originals. In most regions, there are
also those who strive to re-create Renaissance fencing
using various styles of rapiers, like epees or schlagers.

Some meet to test their skills with the bow, either by
shooting directly against armored combatants with padded arrows or by shooting at targets on an archery field.
Others practice against targets with thrown weapons, including knives, axes, and spears. In addition, the thunder
of hooves may announce the successful completion of an
equestrian obstacle course or tilting at rings. Simulated
rocks and missile weapons
Combatants of all types follow a system of rules and
extensive training that permit a realistic and energetic
sport while maintaining a sterling safety record. Fighters
are on their honor to call their blows, meaning they must
admit whether the blow received would have wounded or
incapacitated them had it been a “real” weapon.
Less immediately obvious to new members are all the
other period activities people do in the SCA. The range
of arts and sciences, everyday skills, and technical knowledge is enormous. Period activities range from bardic
performances (poems, songs, music, or stories) to arts
and sciences (cooking, glass work, armor making, dancing, needle work, herbalism, calligraphy, brewing, and
vintning, among many others). In addition, there are a
variety of technical and social skills that help establish
the ambiance of life in a pre-17th-century royal court,
including dance and heraldry. Finally, it is important for
those new amongst us to realize that what makes a group
strong, and an event successful, is the voluntary service of
individual members. The SCA is not a show for outsiders
to watch, but a living play into which new people can
insert themselves.

In terms of its own history, the SCA was incorporated
in 1968, but the Society counts its years from its first
tournament, which was held on May 1, 1966. The SCA
divides its Known World into geographic regions called
Kingdoms. The Known World currently includes the
United States, Canada, Europe, Australia, and parts of
Asia and Africa. There are 19 Kingdoms, each with its
own King and Queen chosen on the field of armored
combat. Within each of the Kingdoms are local chapters
known as cantons, shires, baronies, provinces, or principalities depending on their size and location. You can
find a link to maps of the Known World at
http://sca.org/geography/welcome.html .
All the kingdoms build their laws and customs on a
framework called the Corpora, which sets overall rules
for the non-modern side of the Society. A copy of the
governing documents may be purchased from the Stock
Clerk at the corporate office, or may be found linked to
the official SCA web page, www.sca.org . The laws and
practices of the individual kingdoms may be obtained
within that kingdom or may often be found on individual Kingdom web sites.

Read more at http://www.cynnabar.org/chatelaine
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The Arts and Sciences
Whether you build, forge,
weld, weave, stitch, or
anything else, there’s a
craft in the Society for you!
Crafting is one of the most common activities in the
Society! Our artisans study and create works from nearly
every type of craft from the Middle Ages. Collectively,
we call the study of the various production, research, and
performing crafts, “arts and sciences.” At many Society
events, you will be able to watch artisans recreating
these crafts and often take classes and workshops where
you can learn to do them yourself. Some of our events
are entirely dedicated to demonstrating and learning
medieval crafts!
Construction Crafts
Construction crafts play a big role in our activities. Many
of the pieces of armor that you see our combatants
wearing were handcrafted by those same combatants or
other artisans in the Society and the handiwork of the
construction crafts adorn nearly every facet of Society
life.
Leathercraft is a very common activity, both those
projects that end up in completed pieces of armor and
other more artistic endeavors such as leather costume
components, pouches, and other accessories.
Metalwork and casting are also common crafting
pursuits, from the platesmithing and mailsmithing that
results in metal armor to beautifully cast jewelry and
coins made of pewter and silver to ornate coronets and
crowns worn by our nobility.
Woodwork in the Society creates a multitude of useful
and beautiful items, from simple and functional chairs
and boxes to hand-tooled medallions and signs, to
intricately fashioned thrones and even full castle facades
and buildings.

Sciences and Other Arts
Many Society members explore a varied list of
sciences as they recreate the Middle Ages. These
sciences include botany, astronomy, stillroom
crafts, cartography, siege engineering and physics,
mathematics, languages, and many more. Some of
the most fascinating classes and workshops found at
Society events are on topics as varied as charting the
heavens with an astrolabe to creating your own tallow
candles.
The fine arts and more are also well represented in
the SCA. Many Society members take up painting
and drawing as their chosen pursuit and produce
beautiful works of art from Renaissance-style portraits
to triptychs portraying medieval life. Members study
stained glass and glassblowing, sculpture, wirework,
and more as they recreate every aspect of the Middle
Ages.

Cynnabar
Craft Night

Open craft night! Tuesdays from
6:00 pm to whenever people go home.
Come and hang out, have some
tea/coffee and cookies, and bring your
projects to work on.
We have special theme nights, too!
2101 S Circle Dr, Ann Arbor, MI 48103
If you need more information,
please contact moas@cynnabar.org or
call 734 663 0954.

There are literally hundreds of arts and sciences you could
take up in the SCA. Even more than watching others
perform these crafts, the highest importance is placed
on sharing the knowledge behind them with others who
want to learn. If you see someone doing or working on
something that interests you, just ask!
What Can You Learn and Practice?
Agriculture, Archery, Armoring, Bardic Recitation,
Basketry, Bead Making, Book Binding, Bow Making,
Brewing, Calligraphy, Candle Making, Cooking,
Costuming and Accessories, Dancing, Drama and
Comedy, Drawing, Dyeing, Embroidery, Equestrian,
Falconry, Fighting, Gaming, Glass Blowing, Heraldry,
Herbalism, Horn Working, Horsemanship, Horticulture,
Husbandry, Illumination, Instrumental Music, Jewelry,
Juggling, Lace-making, Lapidary, Leather Working,
Languages, Masonry, Masquing and Mime, Mathematics,
Medicine, Merchanting, Metal Working, Musical
Composition, Musical Instrument Making, Needlework,
Painting, Paper Making, Pavilion Making, Period Fencing,
Philosophy, Poetry, Pottery, Research Papers, Riddles,
Rug Making, Scribing, Sculpture, Spinning, Stained Glass,
Tanning, Tool Making, Toy Making, Tumbling, Vintning,
Vocal Music, Weapon Smithing, Weaving, Woodworking,
and more!
These are just some of the many skills and crafts that
can be learned in the SCA. As a newcomer, you may be
overwhelmed and bewildered by the variety of things
people work on, and especially by the skill of many of
the people you meet. Observe others and ask questions. If
there are guilds or special interest groups that meet in your
area, attend some to get to know the people and see what
they do. Perhaps you have a skill in the modern world
or an interest that can be translated into the SCA world.
If you do not know where to start, talk with your local
Minister of Arts and Sciences to inquire about persons in
your area or region who share your interest in a particular
skill or craft. For more information, try www.pbm.
com/~lindahl/arts_and_sciences.html or www.sca.org/
officers/arts/index.html .
Read more at http://www.cynnabar.org/moas
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Armored Combat
The thrill of combat
lives in the Society!

One of the most well-known and widely-enjoyed
activities in the SCA is armored combat. Our warriors
participate in tournaments for individuals and teams,
tactical melees involving dozens of combatants, and
even large-scale wars with thousands of participants!
Unlike reenactments of battles from history, our combat
activities are unchoreographed and the outcome is
entirely based on the skill and training of the combatants
involved.
Combat in the Society is based on a system of honor
and chivalry. Because the combat is full speed and
unchoreographed, the combatants themselves determine
if the attacks they receive were successful based on the
angle, location, and force of the strike. Safety officers,
known as marshals, are always on hand to ensure that
the combat is performed safely and to ensure that all
equipment used meets established safety standards.

Cynnabar Armored
Fight Practices
Sunday afternoons, 12-4 pm
in the Michigan Union (October-April)
or at Island Park (May-September)
We have loaner gear! Bring workout
gear, closed-toe shoes, and an
appropriate athletic cup for your gender.
Contact knightmarshal@cynnabar.org

Weapons and Armor
The weapons used in our armored combat activities
are largely made out of rattan, a grass that looks and
feels very much like bamboo but has a solid core.
Rattan is a safe alternative to wood for our recreated
weapons because if a weapon breaks, it shears along
the grass instead of splintering. We also have other
types of weapons such as axes and maces that use
rubber and foam to create a safe replica of the weapon
that looks like the original but is much safer to use.

Our armor is designed to provide covered to
important joints and organs so that our combat
activities can be both thrilling and safe. Both the
Society and the individual kingdoms have a set of
minimum standards for this armor, but as a general
rule, armored combatants must have sufficient
protection for their head and neck, their joints (wrists,
elbows, shoulders, and knees), their hands, and their
kidneys and groin. Armor can be customized to reflect
the period of combat the individual prefers to study,
from full suits of armor made of plate metal to shirts
of chainmail links to scales and belts of hardened
leather. We also use shields made from wood or metal
that help to protect us.

Siege Engineering and Fortification
At our major events, our engineers bring out their
ballistae, catapults, and trebuchets and join in the fun!
We have both safety-controlled demonstrations of
siege weaponry using realistic ammunition and combat
siege engineering that uses specially-designed, padded
ammunition.
The SCA has several events at large venues that allow us
to construct walls, castles, and other fortifications around
which we hold combat activities. There are few other
opportunities you’ll find to be a real warrior storming a
castle in the 21st century!
Combat is probably one of the most visible aspects of
the SCA. It is commonly referred to simply as “fighting”.
This activity attracts much attention and many new
members have joined the Society after having seen a
demonstration of period martial arts. There are two basic
types of SCA fights: single combat and group or team
combat, also known as melees.
In general, combat is open to anyone who has reached
the age of 18. Some activities are available to younger
participants. Both men and women actively participate
in combat. Should you decide to pursue this activity,
your local Marshal can provide you with information
concerning armor regulations and the rules of combat,
as well as answering any questions you may have
concerning fighting. Most local groups offer some form
of fighter training.
Before fighters are allowed to enter their first list
(tournament), they must be authorized and be
sufficiently skilled so that they are not a
danger to themselves or others. In addition, the fighters
are expected to know the Rules of the List prior to
fighting in any tournament or war. Again, your local
marshal can assist in explaining the steps necessary to
become authorized. Such procedures are established to
reduce the risk of injury to participants.

SCA fighting is not staged or choreographed. All fights
are “live;” the outcome of a list or battle is never predetermined. The champion of an engagement is decided
when one opponent acknowledges that the blow landed
by his opponent was of sufficient force to have caused
death. Each fighter is on his honor to determine whether
or not a hit is considered a killing blow. Marshals are
on hand, not as referees, but to ensure adherence to the
safety regulations.
In the majority of Kingdoms, two types of fighting
exist: armored combat and rapier combat. Armored
combat evolved from what happened when two armed
knights were unhorsed and had to fight on the ground.
It resembles medieval foot tournaments and usually
involves rattan swords, shields, and metal or leather
armor. Rapier combat, sometimes referred to as light
weapons fighting, uses modified fencing equipment to
simulate fighting techniques of the Renaissance period.
Fighters are responsible for obtaining their own armor
and weapons. Some people make most of their armor;
others buy pieces, either new or used. Before making
any armor, check with your local marshal for additional
information, equipment requirements, and the safety
standards and regulations.
For more information on SCA Combat try the following
websites:
www.florilegium.org/files/COMBAT/idxcombat.
html www.florilegium.org/files/COMBAT-RAPIER/
idxcombat-r.html http://www.sca.org/activities/chivarts.
html .g medieval life. Members study stained glass and
glassblowing, sculpture, wirework, and more as they
recreate every aspect of the Middle Ages.
Read more at http://www.cynnabar.org/marshal
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Archery &
It doesn’t take a hawkeye to
take up archery and thrown
weapons in the Society!

One of the most important skills throughout the
timeframe that we recreate, archery was used for hunting,
practice, and especially war. Archery played an important
role in many a battle and many cultures depended upon
their innovative and skilled archers for defense as well as
a means of conquest. In the Society, we offer options to
participate in both target archery and combat archery!

Archery
Practice
Practices are held
every Sunday, 2-4 p.m.,
weather permitting,
from now until the end of the
outdoor practice season
(around November 23.)
For directions to the range please email
archery@cynnabar.org

Thrown
Weapons

Target Archery
In order to be as true to times as possible we try to use
materials and methods available to period archers. This
includes a focus on natural materials such as wood and
feathers in our bows and arrows. Some modern types of
equipment like compound bows, are not allowed in our
archery activities to keep the playing field more level and
medieval.

In addition to the traditional target archery competitions
where points are scored by shooting at a bullseye, the
competitions for target archery are often designed to
mimic situations faced by medieval archers. These might
include 3-D or 2-D animal targets set at unknown ranges
to demonstrate hunting prowess. Alternatively, a set of
targets might be made to represent the slots on a fortress,
the objective being to try to shoot the “archers” within
the walls of a fortification under siege. Novelty targets
will sometimes be encountered; blow out a candle with
an arrow without hitting the candle itself, hit your target
paddle to trip a swinging bar to block your opponent’s
paddle from falling before they can shoot it, or get the
best poker hand by skill or luck.

Combat Archery
Combat archery is more complicated and challenging
than target archery, because your targets are all moving
independently – and some of them may be shooting back
at you or coming at you with a weapon of their own! Be
assured, you will be using low-powered bows and you will
be adequately armored, similarly to your opponents. The
low power of the bows makes them much safer to use,
and the design of the arrows and crossbow bolts ensures
maximum safety, while still allowing your armored
opponent to know they have been hit. The battle field may
be a flat area of grass, ranged across the woods, or even an
assault on a fortification, and ranges may be from point
blank to as far as you can cast your arrow, all in the name
of realism and the chaos of battle as experienced by our
ancestors in ages long ago.
Thrown Weapons
In addition to the target competition found in archery, we
also recreate additional target weapons styles. At many
Society events, you can find opportunities to try throwing
common medieval weapons such as axes, knives, and
spears, all in a safe, monitored environment.

Read more at http://www.cynnabar.org/archery
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Rapier Combat
The clash of blades and
the cavalier flair live on
in the SCA!

Rapier combat in the Society attempts to recreate styles
of swordfighting from the later part of the Middle Ages,
often based on manual and theories of combat that have
survived to this day. Rapier combat uses a foundation of
style and finesse that has since evolved into the modern
sport of fencing. Unlike the modern sport, our combat
uses a wide variety of weapons and body protection
and our combat takes place with freedom of movement
in any direction. Rapier combat can be found in both
tournaments of individual and team combatants and in
larger melees and wars!
It’s all about wolf-joy and fierceness, laughing blade-toblade with a worthy opponent. It’s swashbuckling and
bantering, swordplay and rapier wit. It’s about standing
straighter, walking taller, laughing louder. -- Captain Jack
Marvell

Cynnabar
Rapier
Practices
Sunday afternoons, 12-4 pm
in the Michigan Union (October-April)
or at Island Park (May-September)
We have loaner gear! Bring workout
gear that covers your arms and legs,
plus closed-toe shoes.
Contact fencing@cynnabar.org

Like armored combat, rapier combat in the Society
is based on a system of honor and chivalry. Because
the combat is full speed and unchoreographed, the
combatants themselves determine if the attacks they
receive were successful based on the angle, location,
and force of the strike. Safety officers, known as
marshals, are always on hand to ensure that the
combat is performed safely and to ensure that all
equipment used meets established safety standards.

Weapons and Armor
Weapons used in rapier combat are made out of safe,
unsharpened steel capped with rubber and foam safety
tips that ensure no actual cutting or puncturing takes
place. There are a wide variety of these blades that
range from small daggers to large, two-handed great
swords. Additional, other implements such as bucklers
or small shields, capes, canes, and more can be used to
block and parry attacks.

Protective clothing is required for all rapier combatants.
This clothing ranges in style and material based on
Society and kingdom standards, but in general all
combatants wear protection across their whole body,
including their head and neck. This may include thick,
padded clothing such as coats or gambesons, or more rigid
armor such as mail or scale.
Cut and Thrust
In recent years, a new type of combat has undergone
development across the Society called “Cut and Thrust”
combat. This style of combat could be considered a
hybrid of armored and rapier combat that involves more
stringent protection standards including more rigid armor
than rapier combat but still uses unsharpened steel blades
instead of the rattan of armored combat. Cut and Thrust
is still in an experimental stage in many kingdoms and
may not be available in all.

Read more at http://www.cynnabar.org/fencing-marshal
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Performing Arts
The spirit of the minstrels and
bards is alive and well in the
Society! One of the images that
comes to mind when we think about
the Middle Ages is the image of a
troubadour singing lively songs
and telling thrilling tales of
battles. That tradition continues
in the Society today!
Vocal and Instrumental Music
Bards and minstrels of the SCA perform a wide
variety of music from the Middle Ages, from sprightly
Renaissance dancing tunes to beautiful, medieval choral
works and everything in between. Our performers
also write and perform a great deal of original music
composed in the spirit of the Middle Ages, ranging
from marching anthems for their kingdoms to bardic
ballads about beloved figures. The voice has been used
in performance for thousands of years and many of the
instruments that we still play today have their roots in
the medieval ensemble. It is not uncommon to hear the
strings of a guitar or the lilt of a recorder around any
given campfire.
Dance
Dance is one of the most popular pastimes in the
Society. We are fortunate to have documents from the
Middle Ages that not only give us the music for the
popular songs of the day but also steps to dance to them!
The dances that we recreate have a wide variety of styles
and levels of difficulty, ranging from simple circle dances
with only a few steps, to rhythmic dances from the
Middle East, to complex Italian dances with dozens of
steps. Don’t worry if you have two left feet, a lot of these
dances are easier than the Hokey Pokey!
Dancing is taught at dance practices (held by some local
groups) or at SCA events, and grand balls are held where
you can learn new steps and dance the night away!

Storytelling and Oration
The concept of the storyteller held a prominent role
in both the entertainment and the education of people
in the Middle Ages. The bards and skalds of old were
the keepers of their cultures’ histories and legends. In
the SCA, many performers dedicate themselves to
collecting the tales of both the historical Middle Ages
and the Current Middle Ages and recounting them
over feast and campfire. Whether through prose or
verse, you can always find a bard willing to share a bit
of Beowulf or tell a tale from the latest war.
Even More Performing Arts
Many other performing arts from the Middle Ages
can be found in the Society, from juggling and magic
to theater and Commedia dell’Arte! You can be a
medieval star in the Society!
Read more at http://www.cynnabar.org/eurodance
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European
Dance Practices
First and third Wednesdays
of the month from 7-9 pm
in the Michigan League
All welcome!
Contact dancemaster@cynnabar.org

The Heraldic Arts
The world of heraldry and
scribal arts encompasses a
number of arts and services
within the SCA.

Heraldry
There are many ways in which the historical art of
heraldry plays a role in the Society. Heralds help
participants research and construct medieval names from
historical sources and design and display heraldic imagery
known as devices (commonly called “coats of arms”) and
badges.
At our events, heralds often serve as a “master of
ceremonies” and can be found delivering announcements,
introducing tournament combatants, reading
proclamations and scrolls, and more.
Heraldry is the visual, personal shout-out of the Middle
Ages. It proclaims to everybody, “This is me!” “I am
here!” “Rally ’round, my followers!” Use your heraldry
at every chance you get to let your presence be known
and to add color and pageantry to our events. — Freiherr
Albrecht Waldfurster
Calligraphy and Illumination
Some of the most evocative artifacts that have survived
from the Middle Ages are beautifully crafted scrolls,
books, and manuscripts. Scribes in the Society maintain
this art through calligraphy, the writing styles of the
medieval and Renaissance world, and illumination, the
practice of painting and inking artwork alongside the
writing.
The scribal arts are a common facet of Society life, since
most awards and honors given to recognize service and
skill are accompanied by handcrafted scrolls which
document and celebrate the honor. Scribes also use
these artistic techniques to memorialize the history of
our Society, to beautify documents and manuscripts for
Society use, and more!

Read more at http://www.cynnabar.org/herald
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Heraldry
Night
The Cynnabar Heraldic meetings
are held on First Mondays of
each month from
7:00-10:00(ish) p.m. at
510 Ideal St in Milan
All welcome!
Contact herald@cynnabar.org

Costuming & Garb
From the simplest
tunics to the most
amazing Renaissance
ensembles, a love of
medieval clothing runs
throughout the Society!

‘What should I wear?’ is one of the very first questions
from people experiencing the SCA for the first time. The
short answer is a comfortable tunic (long enough to be a
dress for ladies) and pants (a belt is optional). As a person
new to the SCA, we understand that you can’t simply
run down to your local store to purchase these items,
but have no fear! You have options. One office in the
local group is the Chatelaine (also called Hospitaller or
Gold Key), who acts to welcome newcomers and to help
you get started. One of their tasks is to maintain “loaner
garb,” a trove of medieval-style clothing in various sizes
which are available for loan until you can create your
own wardrobe. Once you are properly outfitted, take
advantage of your first few events to check out different
styles of costuming. The SCA covers over a millenium of
history and offers a wide variety of clothing promising to
suit every taste and whim.

‘How do I get that garment?’ is frequently the next
question asked by newcomers. The short answer
is, you buy it or you make it. The SCA features a
number of talented and skillful costumers who take
commissions as merchants and will sew garments for
you should you wish. If you enjoy creating, you also
have the option to learn costuming from any of the
very skilled and talented costumers across the area.
Their passion often inspires them to teach at events,
at project nights, even one on one and frequently at
no charge. Most basic garments require little effort
if you have a sewing machine and can follow a line.
There are also Costuming Guilds available, with
the purpose of promoting costuming, teaching and
advancing research. Every member of the Guild is
happy to answer your questions and share their time
and knowledge with you. They can guide you on what
garments are appropriate for your chosen time period
and location, help you with fabric choices, aid you in
creating patterns as well as the technical skills needed
for advanced costuming.

Garb
Workday
Once a month from 10 am–6 pm
at the EMU Costume Shop
Saturday, October 11, 2014 -- 10AM - 6PM
SUNDAY, November 9, 2014 -- 10AM - 6PM
Saturday, December 13, 2014 -- 10AM - 6PM

Bring your own materials and
notions. Directions at
http://www.cynnabar.org/garb
Contact melanie@faucet.net

Decide roughly what you want to make, keeping in mind
your skill level and time available. Look up things like
“book of hours”, and “medieval illumination” as an
example. Find painted portraits, confirming details like who
painted it, and when. When you have your vision, it’s time
to design. – Cait O’Dhuibihir
Within the SCA, costuming choices are as wide and varied
as its members and there is something for every personal
style. Whether your tastes lie with the simplicity of the
Anglo-Saxon chiton of the tenth century or the fitted
European cotehardie of the fourteenth century, with
the Celtic knot work embroidered garments so popular
in the Viking Age or the grandeur of sixteenth century
Elizabethan fashion, you will most assuredly find a
costumer who shares your passion and is willing to guide
you. Costuming is one of the most effective vehicles to
transport us visually from the modern to the medieval
world and so costumers feel pride in creating wearable
art that adds to the medieval ambience that is so enjoyed
within the SCA.
Read more at http://www.cynnabar.org/garb
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